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Today with the new WIFI up and running at long last in the park, I knew that the class would be
much bigger than the room where we normally hold it. With between 30 to 40 people in
attendance, it was relocated to the Upper Clubhouse and what a class it was! It was nice to be
able to move freely around the room to help individuals with problems and especially great to be
able to get them on the Internet. Even Steve, the manager of the park attended the class and
overall, it was a success. I am really enjoying doing this “job” and I feel such a sense of
satisfaction when people leave it with more knowledge than when they came in. 

   

After waking up to a calm, clear morning with another gorgeous sunrise it was difficult to see the
weather change and this afternoon the wind started to blow and cool, unsettled air moved in. By
the time the class ended there was a definite chill in the air and we even got a few drops of rain.
It’s been really unsettled lately and the forecast for tomorrow and Sunday is calling for lots of
warm sunshine so we really have nothing to complain about. 

  

This evening we joined several other folks from Catalina Spa to celebrate Dail’s 79th birthday at
the Morongo Casino located a few miles west of here. It was perfect timing as we had promised
to take Helen out to a casino while she was here and this way we also enjoyed a great dinner
followed by some playtime at the slot machines. Me, the big spender (not) lost $4, Helen $39
but Rick won $175 making it a nice way to end the evening. Dail may not have received any
gifts (at his request) but we sure did. Happy Birthday Dail! 
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